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Taking care of naturally curly hair can get expensive. Especially if you choose to use
all natural products. One line of all natural products that is reasonably priced and
works well for me, is Jane Carter Solution. The products are designed for dry hair
and are made of natural butters, and certified organic essential oils.
They are available on the Jane Carter Solution website and are currently on web sale
through Vitamin Shoppe. Here are a few of my favorites from this line:
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Nutrient Replenishing Conditioner VS Web Sale Price: $9.99

now smell this

This conditioner works really well to detangle and moisturize hair.
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Revitalizing Leave In Conditioner VS Web Sale Price: $6.99
This product is pretty good for refreshing second day curls. It’s a very light leave in
and combines well with gel or curl creme.
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Nourish and Shine VS Web Sale Price: $17.99
Nourish and Shine brings dry hair back to life. It’s like a pomade. Only a teeny
amount is needed to moisturize curls. It’s great for getting rid of the crunchy feeling
of hair gel.
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The Jane Carter Solution Revitalizing Leave-In Conditioner is like heaven
sent….I use it daily and CAN NOT live without it!!!!
Comment by Kitty St Claire — April 21, 2010 @ 2:29 pm
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